ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor consists of a sensing component, on-board processing, communication, and storage unit. Many sensors cooperatively monitoring a large physical environment, form a wireless sensor network (WSN) [7] . The wireless sensor networks have different usage in various fields and applications like monitor and protect civil infrastructure, underwater monitoring [16] , monitor large geographic areas, volcano monitoring, collecting structural health information etc. In [10] these applications are classified into monitoring and tracking applications e.g. health and wellness monitoring, power monitoring, inventory location monitoring, tracking objects, animals, humans, and vehicles. Sometimes, sensors are deployed in very remote and inaccessible areas; therefore the task of maintaining the coverage and connectivity becomes a major issue in WSN. The uncovered region in the target sensing field is considered as a coverage hole. Coverage holes can be introduced as a result of a node failure or initial deployment. Fig.1(a) shows a 2-dimentional image of a field which shows coverage holes introduced as a result of initial deployment. Fig. 1(b) shows coverage holes in a field introduced as a result of node failure. Hi represents coverage holes in the field. [6] Sensor nodes must be self-managing [7] and should discover, identify, and react to network disruptions. To improve the coverage and maintain the network connectivity various strategies are proposed in recent years. In energy-constrained sensor networks, these solutions must be implemented in such a way that they do not incur excessive energy overheads. In [9] coverage problem is classified into three categories i.e. area coverage, point coverage and barrier coverage. In PEAS mechanism [11] , based on node density detection, duty cycling is used where some nodes are allowed to sleep and nodes are awakened at random time interval. In [12] unnecessary sensing work is avoided by detecting redundant nodes and sending them to a sleep state. The work in [13] compares energy efficiency of the sensor network with fixed sensing range and the network consisting of nodes with adjustable sensing range. G-MSC [14] , a target coverage algorithm, constructs continuous node sets to cover as many targets in the network. The coverage algorithm in [15] relies only on 3 hop neighbors for its information. In [17] , holes are classified into 5 types, namely, coverage hole, routing hole, jamming hole, sink/black hole and worm hole. The study in [17] also discuss detection of hole using voronoi and triangular diagram approach. All these studies focuses mainly on the hole detection, but we must not forget after hole detection the next phase i.e. hole healing is also very important. Healing a coverage hole not only improves coverage but it also improves the connectivity of the network. The complete hole healing process can be divided into two parts:Hole Selection and Healing Process. The hole selection process decides which hole should be selected first for healing and the healing process tells how the selected hole should be healed to ensure maximum coverage and connectivity. Fig. 2 shows various types of hole selection methods and healing process. In the rest of the paper section 2 will give details about various hole selection methods, section 3 will discuss about healing techniques and section 4 will conclude the paper.
HOLE SELECTION METHODS
The hole selection process is very important during the network maintenance process. Coverage holes in a network are of different shape and size. The effect of their presence in the network is also different and it depends on various factors such as shape and size of the hole, shape and size of the target sensing field, location of the hole and the sink etc. Based on these factors some holes affect the coverage, some affects the connectivity and most of them affect both. The hole which is disturbing network the most, should be selected for healing at the first place. Based on their effect on coverage and connectivity, holes should be assigned a priority value for healing. In recent years, researchers have adopted different methods for hole selection. These methods are as follows: 
Random
The coverage holes are selected on a random basis. This method increases the coverage but it does not optimize the results. It is not a good method for hole selection.
Maximum Size
In this method coverage holes are selected based on the size of the hole. The hole larger in size will have maximum effect on the coverage of the network. Therefore hole with maximum size is selected for healing process. This method improves coverage but has better impact on connectivity than random method.
Nearest Distance
In a wireless sensor network, nodes communicate with the sink through a multihop network. Each node passes message coming from other node towards the sink. Fig. 3 shows data flow towards the sink in a wireless sensor network. Here, nodes closer to the sink will have more data to relay towards the sink. Hence they are more likely to lose their energy as compared to other nodes in the network and if the hole occurs near the sink due to node energy depletion it will induce a delay in data transmission because the messages will have to re-route now to reach the sink. Therefore, the nearest distance method selects holes closer to the sink for healing, to balance the traffic load and to reduce the delay in data transmission. 
Travelling Salesman Problem
There can be different number of holes at different position of time in a wireless sensor network. The hole healing strategy always aim to cover all the holes present in the network for a given interval of time. Therefore, in some hole healing techniques the hole selection procedure is transformed into travelling salesman problem [4] . If the network is using an external source to deploy nodes such as mobile robot, unmanned aerial vehicle(UAV) or other kind of resource, then its path is computed using travelling salesman problem in which a shortest path is computed where every hole is covered only once starting from an origin and returns to its initial position at last. Fig. 4(a) shows the center coordinates of coverage holes in a target sensing field and fig. 4 (b) shows the optimal path obtained. This method ensures that every hole is covered once within less time. 
Weighted Method
This is the most effective hole selection methods available so far. This method not only improves coverage but it also improves the connectivity. Holes present in the network are given some priority for healing and their priority is based on three properties of the coverage hole. These three properties are as follows [6] :
• Hole Angle Metric: Hole angle tells about the width of the hole. In a wireless sensor network data is relayed from all sides towards the sink as shown earlier in fig. 3 . A wider hole will hinder data flow towards the sink. The effect on the data transmission is directly proportional to the width of the hole. Therefore, a hole with greater hole angle will have more effect on data transmission. Fig. 5 shows how to calculate hole angle. In fig. 5 [6] Now, the metric of hole angle is given by [6] :
• Distance Metric: This property is similar to the nearest distance method. As discussed in nearest distance method, nodes closer to the sink have more data to relay. Hence hole closer to the sink will have greater influence on the data transmission than the same hole located far away from the sink. Healing a hole located at a greater distance or located at the edge of the field will only improve coverage and will have very less effect on the connectivity. Therefore, we can say that the influence on the data transmission is inversely proportional to the distance of the hole from the sink. The distance of hole from sink is calculated as [6] :
Where d i is the distance of the hole from the sink, H i .x and H i .y are the x and y coordinates of the center of the hole, S 0 .x and S 0 .y are the x and y coordinates of the sink. Fig. 6 shows different holes with their distance from the sink. Figure 6 . Distance between hole and the sink. [6] Now the distance metric is given by [6] :
• Depth Metric: If a hole area is very large, it will greatly reduce the coverage ratio and might result in network topology disconnection. To avoid this, the depth metric is considered. It is defined as the distance between nearest hole boundary node B near and farthest hole boundary node B far , as shown in fig. 7 . Figure 7 . Calculation of Depth. [6] To calculate B near and B far an angle bisector L c of the hole angle Θ(H i ) is obtained. This angle bisector L c makes contact with the hole at two hole boundary nodes i.e. it passes through the transmission range of these two nodes. Out of these two nodes, the node near to the sink is called B near and the node far from the sink is called B far . The calculation for B near , B far and the depth metric W(deep(H i )) is given as [6] :
Here, B j represents set of hole boundary nodes, H i represents the hole, R is the transmission radius of sensor nodes, d(a,b) gives the distance between a and b.
• These three properties are combined to assign weight to every hole as [6] :
where α, β, γ are positive harmonic coefficients and their value may vary according to the requirement of the application. These coefficients are defined as: α + β + γ = 1; Hole with maximum value for weight i.e. W(H i ) will be selected for healing process.
Comparative Study
The experimental results for Random, Maximum Size, Nearest Distance and Weighted method is given in fig 8, which shows that weighted method performs better than others in terms of average delivery hops. Note that in this graph the results are obtained when weighted method is implemented with equally divided path selection method [6] which will be discussed in section 3 i.e. healing process section. Average Delivery hops is defined as the average number of hops a message has to go through to reach the sink in a wireless sensor network. A decrease in average delivery hops means better connectivity, message will take less time to reach sink and it will also reduce energy consumption of the network. Figure 8 . Graph for average delivery hops. [6] The performance of travelling salesman method is evaluated on the basis of coverage rate [4] . Coverage rate means the percentage of area covered when additional nodes are deployed to cover holes as shown in fig 9. We can see that as we increase the value of additional nodes used for redeployment, the coverage almost reaches 100%. Here [4] , Travelling Salesman method is implemented with Delaunay's triangulation method which will be discussed in section 3 i.e. healing process section. Delaunay's triangulation. [4] The Hole Selection Methods discussed above are compared in table 1 based on their mechanisms and results. Hole is selected based on its three properties i.e. hole angle, distance and depth.
Improves both connectivity and coverage.
HEALING PROCESS
After hole selection, next step is to carry out the healing process. Healing process should aim to maximize the coverage as well as maintain the network topology and connectivity. To heal a coverage hole, failed nodes are patched or new nodes are redeployed at the location where coverage is lost. Some healing techniques also aim to maintain the network connectivity by deploying nodes in such a way that the average delivery hops for the messages travelling in the network can be reduced. These healing techniques are discussed as follows:
Voronoi Diagram Based Approach
In wireless sensor networks, voronoi diagram [8] [18] is mainly used to detect coverage holes. In this section we will discuss the healing technique using voronoi diagrams for directional sensor networks. A voronoi diagram is constructed by the perpendicular bisectors of the line joining adjacent sensor nodes. These perpendicular bisectors intersect with each other to form a voronoi cell, see fig 10. The voronoi diagram has some properties:
• One voronoi cell will contain exactly one sensor node.
• Any point inside a voronoi cell will be closer to the sensor node of the given voronoi cell than any other sensor node in the network, see fig 10, p is a point inside the voronoi cell of sensor s1 and the distance between p and s1 is shorter than the distance of the point from any other sensor node.
• For a given set of sensor nodes the voronoi diagram generated will be unique [20] . Based on these properties, we can say that, for homogeneous sensor nodes with equal sensing range, if a point inside a voronoi cell is not covered by the sensor node of the cell than this point cannot be covered by any other sensor node in the network. Hence, voronoi diagram is also used to detect coverage holes. In [1] [2], the redeployment strategy for homogeneous directional sensor nodes using voronoi diagram, to improve the coverage ratio is proposed. The sensing model of directional sensors is shown in fig 11. Figure 11. Sensing model of directional sensor. [2] Here, s(x s ,y s ) is the sensor, F s (Field of View, FoV) is the area covered by the sensor, α is called angle of view of the sensor, θ is the working direction of the sensor and it is measured relative to positive x-axis, r is the sensing radius, ^w is the unit vector for working direction of the sensor, p(x,y) is a point covered by the sensor 's'. δ is the angle between the vector sp -> and unit vector ^w .
Based on this sensing model, to cover the point p(x,y), the sensor s(x s ,y s ) has to satisfy the following conditions:
• Distance between 'p' and 's' should be less than or equals to 'r'. i.e. √( (x-x s ) 2 + (y-y s ) 2 ) ≤ r; (1)
• The angle 'δ' should be less than or equals to half of 'α'. i.e. δ ≤ α/2;
So far we have discussed the voronoi diagram and the sensing model for directional sensors. Due to the limited sensing range of the directional sensors and random deployment, the target sensing field is not fully covered and it leaves coverage holes in the field as shown in fig 12 . Now we will discuss the hole healing techniques to improve the coverage ratio for directional sensors using voronoi diagram. 
Direction Adjustment
This technique is used for direction rotatable sensors. This means the directional sensors can rotate 360 o and their working direction θ can be changed. In [1] , three algorithms are proposed to adjust the working direction of the sensors such that the overall coverage ratio of the network is improved. Initially the sensor nodes are deployed randomly as shown in fig 12, then each node starts constructing its voronoi cell with the information of its neighbor nodes. After the construction of voronoi cell the three step algorithm works as follows:
• The sensor nodes calculate the area covered by them within their voronoi cell, when they are allowed to face each vertex of the voronoi cell as shown in fig 13. The vertex with maximum coverage area is selected and the working direction of the sensor is rotated towards that vertex. Now the intra-cell coverage area for other cases where field of view of the sensor extends through the cell edges of the voronoi cell as shown in fig 14b,14c,14d , is calculated by dividing this area into several triangles. The area of these triangles is summed up to get the final result. where (x a ,y a ) and (x b ,y b ) are two vertices of the voronoi cell edge.
From these equations the intersecting points are obtained. After getting the vertices for triangles, length of the three sides of each triangle is obtained and area of each triangle is calculated as [1] :
d=(e 1 + e 2 + e 3 )/2 ; Area of triangle = √d(d-e 1 ) (d-e 2 ) (d-e 3 ) ; where e 1 ,e 2 ,e 3 are the three sides of the triangle. Now this area for each triangle is summed up to get the intra-cell coverage area when a given voronoi cell vertex is selected. The vertex with maximum value of intra-cell coverage area is selected as the working direction of the sensor. This can be written mathematically as [1] :
Here e v ij represents the j th side of the i th triangle when vertex v of the voronoi cell is selected, k v is the total number of triangles for the vertex v, V s is the set of vertices of the given voronoi cell and v D is the vertex with maximum intra-cell coverage area. The working direction θ is calculated as [1] :
• The next step is to avoid coverage overlap, which can happen if multiple neighboring sensor nodes selects the same common vertex as their working direction as shown in fig 15. Here, sensor node with smaller intra cell coverage area can change its working direction. The condition for this is given as [ Figure 15 . Change in working direction to avoid common vertex and coverage overlap. [1] In fig 15, we can see that sensor s j changes its working direction from v1 to v2 but still there is some overlap. To avoid this a new set of vertices U`s is defined as Here s v is the other node which has selected vertex v as working direction.
• The third and last step is to avoid nodes from sensing outside the boundary of the field. Nodes close to the boundary of the field may face towards the boundary which should be avoided.
If the distance between the boundary of the field and the sensor τ is less than ωr where ω is the coefficient between 0 to 1 then the working direction of the sensor is controlled between the two limits θ 1 and θ 2 as shown in fig 16. i.e. if τ < ωr; then 0≤θ≤θ 1 
Sensor Movement with Direction Adjustment
As the name suggest this technique is meant for the directional sensor nodes which have been provided mobility. The sensor nodes can change their position and choose an optimal location, from where coverage can be maximized. After getting the right location for movement, the direction of the sensor can be adjusted. The vertex whose angle is greater than angle of view of the sensor and whose edges are greater than sensing radius of the sensor is selected as new location for sensor movement. The angle β of the vertex v is calculated by using the information about its left adjacent vertex v L and right adjacent vertex v R as shown in fig 18. The coordinates of these adjacent vertices are (x L ,y L ) and (x R ,x R ) respectively and angle β is calculated as [2] : Figure 18 . Calculation of the angle β. [2] Now a set of vertices T, which contains all those vertices of the cell whose angle β is greater than or equals to angle of view α and whose edge length is also greater than or equals to sensing radius r, is defined as [2] :
From this set T, a target vertex t is selected with maximum value for β as [2] :
If the set T is empty, then the target vertex is selected among all those vertices having β greater than or equals to α and only one edge length greater than or equals to r. If we cannot find any vertex satisfying these conditions then the vertex with largest value for β is selected.
Once the sensor is moved to the selected vertex, the working direction θ of the sensor is adjusted within the limits θ 1 and θ 2 as shown in fig 19 . To decide these limits θ L and θ R [2] are calculated which are defined as the angle of the vector vv L -> and vv R -> with the positive x-axis respectively. [2] all lies between 0 and +-π.
If the sensor is rotated towards the right side edge e R of the vertex v then θ 1 will be the working direction of the sensor and if sensor is rotated towards left side edge e L of the vertex v then θ 2 will be the working direction.
To improve the coverage ratio, sensor will be rotated towards the longest edge as shown in fig 20 . Figure 20 . Cases of rotation of sensor. [2] Let θ 0 is the initial working direction of the sensor when it is moved to the vertex v, then the extent or range φ to which θ 0 should be rotated in either clockwise or anticlockwise direction within the limits θ 1 and θ 2 is given as[2]:
Triangular Diagram Based Approach
In this technique every hole is healed by a single sensor node. A new node is deployed in the region where hole is detected. In this process first the hole is detected then area of that hole is calculated and thereafter the healing process starts. To heal a hole the area of the hole is required. Area of the hole is calculated with the help of triangular diagram. This diagram is obtained by joining the center points of every adjacent sensor node which as a result forms a triangle for every three adjacent nodes in the network, see fig 21. Figure 21 . Triangular structure. [3] Depending on the location of adjacent sensor nodes and distance between them several cases may arise as shown in fig 22. Here, we can see the location of hole and intersection between adjacent sensor nodes. s 1 ,s 2 and s 3 is the area of intersection between the sensor's sensing region and the triangle. In order to calculate the area of the hole, we have to do some calculations first. Let a,b,c be the three sides of the triangles shown in different cases in fig 22. Then the area of these triangles represented by s ∆ is calculated as [3] :
and the relationship between region s 1 , s 2 and s 3 is given as [3] :
where R is the sensing radius. • For fig 22i area is given by [3] :
After calculating area of the hole, healing process starts. Each hole is healed by a single sensor node. New sensor nodes are deployed in uncovered regions by following two methods:
• If the sensing area of the sensor is greater than area of the hole than circumcircle methods is used as shown in fig 24. The circumcircle is obtained by the perpendicular bisectors of the three sides of the triangle. The point where these perpendicular bisectors intersect is called the circumcircle center of the triangle and this is the point where new nodes is deployed. Figure 24 . Calculation for circumcircle center of the triangle. [3] • If the sensing area of the sensor is less than the area of the hole than incircle method is used as shown in fig 25. The incircle is obtained by the angle bisectors of the three angles of triangle. The point where these three angle bisectors intersect is called incircle center of the triangle and this is the point where new node is deployed. The incircle is inscribed inside the triangle and it is tangent to each side of the triangle. 
Delaunay's Triangulation
Delaunay's Triangulation [8] [18] [19] is a geometrical structure which is formed by a given set of points. It is a triangulation method in which triangles are formed in such a way that circumcircle of each triangle will not contain any other point of the given set. This means the vertices of the triangle will lie on the circumference of the circle and the circle will be empty inside. In fig 26(a) , the triangulation formed is Delaunay's triangulation because each circumcicle is empty and 26(b) is not Delaunay's triangulation because each cicumcircle encloses a point inside it. Also the minimum angle of a triangle formed by Delaunay's Triangulation is maximum for other triangulations for the same set of points. . [8] In [4] , an algorithm is proposed to heal coverage holes using Delaunay's triangulation as shown in fig 27. Holes with irregular shapes and boundaries are analyzed and the point where the irregular curve turns is considered as a vertex. All these vertices together form a closed polygon and then the Delaunay's triangulation is performed over the polygon vertices. The radius for the circumcircle of the triangles formed is calculated and new node is deployed at the center of the circumcircle whose radius is maximum. 
Equally Divided Path Selection Method
This method says that new nodes should be patched along the angle bisector of the hole angle discussed in section 2.5 for healing the hole. This path is the shortest path for data to travel to the sink. To prove this, a hole H i is considered inside a parallelogram TUVW as shown in fig 28. A and B are two nodes equidistant and symmetrical from the sink. Let q is a point on AB and p is a point on TU such that Aq=x, Bq=y, Ap=a, Bp=b and the distance between line AB and p i.e. qp=h. Now using the property of a right angled triangle [6] :
Let a function f(x) = a+b; and AB=x+y=L;
First and Second order derivative of f(x) is given as [6] :
Now by using maximum value theorem, the minimum value of x for the function f(x) comes out to be L/2. This means minimum value for a+b will be obtained when x and y are equal i.e. q lies in the center and passes through the angle bisector. Hence, the shortest path to reach sink through the hole will be along the angle bisector. New nodes will be patched along this path. 
Comparative Study
The experimental results for direction adjustment and sensor movement with direction adjustment is given in fig 29 and fig 30. The results shows that out of these two voronoi diagram based healing techniques, sensor movement with direction adjustment is better. The results are obtained for sensor nodes with angle of view α=120 o and sensing radius=50metres and field size=500m*500m. This shows that providing sensor nodes with moving capabilities helps in improving overall coverage of the network. The graph for Delaunay's triangulation and equally divided path selection method is discussed earlier in section 2.6. with fig 9 and fig 8, where they are implemented along with travelling salesman method and weighted method. The equally divided path selection method is evaluated in terms of average delivery hops whereas other methods are evaluated based on coverage ratio. This is because equally divided path selection method focus on improving connectivity by providing shorter routes to the active nodes in the network. A comparative study of these methods is given in table 2. 
Triangular Diagram Based Approach
New node is deployed either on circumcircle center or incircle center of the triangle, based on the size of the hole.
Hole

Detection and Healing
OmniDirectional
Delaunay's Triangulation Method
Hole is divided into triangles and new node is deployed on circumcircle center of the largest triangle.
Hole Healing OmniDirectional
Equally divided path selection Method New nodes are deployed along the angle bisector of the hole angle.
Hole Healing OmniDirectional
CONCLUSION
In this study, we discussed about various coverage problems and hole healing strategies in WSN. It can be noticed that with the heterogeneity in sensor nodes we get different type of coverage problems and hence will need different strategies to overcome these problems e.g. in mobile sensor networks, coverage is improved by moving the sensors to appropriate locations, in directional sensor networks, coverage is improved by adjusting the sensing directions of these sensors, and in static sensor networks, we can patch failed nodes or can use redeployment methods. The coverage holes can be healed in a random order or a proper sequence can be followed. This sequence can be obtained by converting the problem into travelling salesman problem, covering each hole once and returning back to the initial hole [4] . Priority healing is another option where holes can be assigned a priority value based on some properties of the hole [6] . All these techniques have their own advantages and disadvantages. Some algorithms are centralized while others are distributed. The centralized algorithms results in optimal routes while poses communication overhead. The distributed algorithms may not result in optimal routes but they are energy efficient and can be used for scalable networks. Random healing result in increasing the coverage ratio only while priority healing not only increases coverage but it can also reduce energy consumption of the network during the healing process. Keeping in mind all these factors we can choose an appropriate healing method suitable for our application.
